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The dirt unhinged itself under Dr Schwartz’s fingernails as he clenched his hands tightly 

together. He kept glancing at the clock. They’d agreed on 11 at night, a normal time for this 

sort of thing. When the knock came, he was ready and opened the front door cautiously, 

gesturing at the figure to come in. She took off her peacock-feathered hat and her lace gloves 

as she did so.  

 ‘Evenin’, sir,’ she said, removing a gaudy hairclip and allowing her auburn hair to 

unfurl, ‘I believe you engaged my services for tonight?’ 

 Dr Schwartz motioned her to follow. 

He led her into a room like a laboratory, where gnarled shelves lined the walls and on 

them thick glass jars guarded their contents. Each one contained a specimen, a preserved piece 

of life collected before being sealed and put on display. The specimens were preserved through 

techniques known only to Dr Schwartz, involving mixtures of obscure chemicals long rejected 

by science and several weeks spent in his ice-house. Only after these intricate rituals were 

complete were the specimens labelled with their Latin name and their origins and placed in 

their jars. 

 The jars themselves were arranged in size order and the larger ones were more like 

tanks and had need commissioning specially. They all stood together like faceless Russian dolls 

whose stomachs contained butterflies and a mother nightingale with her chicks at one end of 

the room and horses and a tigress at the other. All had been suspended like hanging victims 

and floated motionlessly like figures in a painting. Only one tank stood empty, a long slender 

one in the far corner. A great deal of time and careful consideration had gone into designing 

and creating this collection. Some of the rarer specimens had needed to be ordered through 

rather nefarious methods; but the curator of this very personal museum took his business 

incredibly seriously, and would not be deterred by distractions such as the law.  

 

 

 

 

   

 


